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EQTY CAPITAL
Real Estate Investment has hardly
evolved in over 100 years.

We aim to change that!
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EQTY CAPITAL
The future is not perfectly predictable.
It never has been. We believe the more
knowledgeable we become, the better
we can estimate the future.

Great people with strong human relationships, who
work together, can achieve much more than their
collective individual parts. Our investment strategy is
to achieve long-term, sustainable and above-market
returns, all governed within a transparent regulated
structure.

@ EQTY CAPITAL we aim to simplify
Real Estate Investment and lower the
entry barrier to prime property, through
customised portfolios.
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WHY PORTUGAL

5

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED
FOR BUSINESS AND TRAVEL

ACCESSIBLE QUALITY

AFFORDABLE

EDUCATION

Portugal
WORLD CLASS

GREAT WEATHER

HEALTHCARE

EU MEMBER

DEEP HISTORY AND
DIVERSE CULTURE

TECH SAVVY, INNOVATIVE
AND FORWARD THINKING
6

THE MARKET

Why Portugal
Portugal is consistently ranked as a
top country in which to live and invest.
Imagine investing into a stable, well-performing
European property market within a country known
for its safety, affordability and lifestyle as well as
increasingly dynamic economy.
Imagine that investment opened up an opportunity
to European Citizenship and all the benefits that
come with it.
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WHY PORTUGAL

Overview
LIVING IN PORTUGAL
• Enjoy an affordable and high quality lifestyle
• Experience a peaceful and safe country
• Benefit from fiscal perks for new tax residents under the
Non-Habitual Residents program
• Revel in a climate encouraging outdoor living
• Value an inexpensive but highly rated healthcare system
• Delight in the simple things in life but in a sophisticated and
dynamic setting

PORTUGUESE GOLDEN VISA
• Allows for travel throughout the Schengen zone
• The right to live, work and study in Portugal
• Simple and regulated process
• Accessible for the whole family
• Enjoys majority political concord
• A reputable residence program with a clear path to citizenship
• One of the most successful programmes on offer.

HIGHLY RATED PASSPORT
• Member of European Union
• Ability work and study throughout the EU and EEA
• Visa-Free travel to 186 countries
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WHY PORTUGAL

Lifestyle
Life in Portugal is peaceful,
healthy, and safe.

Portugal, with its spectacular beaches,
breath-taking landscapes and vibrant
cities, is a world within one country.
Portugal’s rich attributes and diversity
makes it truly unique. It offers a wealth
of history and culture, magnificent
architecture and authentic culinary
experiences.

Portugal welcomes you with warmth,
possibility and freedom. No wonder it
attracts a wide variety of individuals
from upcoming entrepreneur to
established retiree.
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WHY PORTUGAL

Residency & Citizenship
Portuguese Residency entitles an individual
to work, live and study in Portugal.

GOLDEN VISA
As a full EU member, Portuguese Residency also offers you
easy access to all countries in the Schengen Zone.
After five years of residency (with only a 7 day stay
requirement per year), an individual has the opportunity
to obtain Portuguese citizenship for themselves as well as
their spouse, dependent children and parents.
NON-HABITUAL RESIDENCY
HNWI increasingly relocate to Portugal to take advantage
of the Non-Habitual Residence Program which allows for a
10 year tax ‘holiday’. Leading lawyers with whom EQTY has
partnered can advise further.
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WHY PORTUGAL

European Residence Comparison Table
PORTUGAL

IRELAND

GREECE

MALTA

SPAIN

Investment Criteria

€350,000
in an Approved Fund

€1,000,000
In Government Sanctioned
Projects

€250,000
Real Estate

€350,000
(incl €60,000 donation) in
Bonds & Real Estate

€500,000
Real Estate

Additional Benefits

Work and Study
Schengen Travel

Work and Study
Schengen Travel

No Work and Study
Schengen Travel

No Work and Study
Schengen Travel

Work and Study
Schengen Travel

7 Days a Year

1 Day a Year

No Minimum Requirement

No Minimum Requirement

No Minimum Requirement

5 years of residency
7 Days a Year
Basic Language Test

5 Years of residency
183 days a year
No Language and Citizenship
Test

7 Years of residency
183 days a year
Language and Citizenship Test

5 Years of residency
183 days a year
No Language and Citizenship
Test

10 Years of residency
183 days a year
Language and Citizenship
Test.

Spouse, Dependant Children,
Dependant Parents

Spouse, Dependant Children,
Dependant Parents

Spouse, Dependant Children,
Dependant Parents

Spouse, Dependant Children,
Dependant Parents

Spouse, Dependant Children,
Dependant Parents

Non Habitual Residents Tax
Regime
0% on international passive
income
20% on local income

Irish Resident
non Domiciled Regime

Under review

Malta remittance base taxation

No Programme

No tax for
direct descendants
and ascendants

33% above €335,000
depending on relation

From 10% (immediate family)
up to 40%

No tax for
direct descendants
and ascendants

Between 1-7%
depending on region

Stay Requirement
retain Residence

Route to Citizenship

Family Included

Tax Incentive Program

Inheritance
and Gift Tax
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WHY PORTUGAL

Portugal Property
Portugal is all about quality of life, a key
reason why many people are choosing
Portugal as their new home.

Portugal recorded a total of €25 billion in residential
sales in 2019 (Construction and housing statistics 2019) and €660 million (±3%) of those were Golden Visa
related, defining solid fundamentals for the Portuguese
property market.
Notwithstanding the positive outlook for the Portuguese
property market, investing into Real Estate is a long term
strategy, one which requires careful planning and a focus
on quality properties that can stand the test of time.
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WHY PORTUGAL

Property Investment
To attract additional foreign
investment, a specific tax regime for
Private Equity Funds was put in place,
that have distinct tax advantages
over other investments including
direct purchase of Real Estate.

Fund offers the most efficient and affordable initial
investment but also is a more efficient and attractive
income investment vehicle than a direct real estate
investment.
The entire process is maintained under a highly
regulated environment and supervised by the
Portuguese Securities Market Commission (CMVM).
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WHY PORTUGAL

Investment Options
Estimated investment
Minimum Investment

Private equity fund
€350,000

Property investment
€500,000

€500,000

Mortgage

-

-

€500,000

Property Value

-

€500,000

€1,000,000

Transfer Taxes

0.0%

7.5%

8.5%

Stamp Duty

0.0%

0.8%

0.8%

Title Transfer Fees

0.0%

6.5%

7.5%

Registration & Notary Cost

0.0%

0.2%

0.2%

Lawyer Fees

€1,950

€5,000

€5,000

Subscription Fee

€5,250

-

-

€357,200

€542,500

€590,000

Total Capital (est.)

Simple
Transparent
Affordable

+
_ 35%
less capital than
direct Real Estate
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WHY PORTUGAL

Why The Fund Route?
In almost all scenarios Funds are more tax efficient.
Direct ownership entails numerous taxes from
acquisition, rental and eventual sale. Funds are exempt
from many of these taxes.
The Fund market is a highly regulated one.
This makes funds more secure and offers foreign
investors peace of mind as the fund manager, Custodian
Bank and CMVM (regulator) supervises all their activity.
Simple and low maintenance.
Holding property directly means dealing with numerous
fees, tenants, repairs, building insurance, fiscal
representation, mortgages and the conveyancing
process.
Diversification across several investments, asset
classes, and geography including investments outside
Portugal (up to 40%)
Easy exit.
No complicated and costly sales process required.
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HOW WE INVEST
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HOW WE INVEST

Meet The Team

@ EQTY, we do things differently

People

Partnership

Property

Our ability to successfully plan, forecast

Great people with strong human

Real Estate investment cannot be

and execute hinges on our ability to make

relationships who work together can

perfectly planned like an assembly line

well informed decisions.

achieve much more than their collective

that is predicable, timely and repeated.

That’s why we have assembled a diverse

individual parts.

We are able to de-risk our investments

team, located around the world, to provide

Through our trusted network, built

through strategic portfolio management

valuable insights to our highly experienced

up over years, we have created an

and increase performance through industry

team on the ground, who have successfully

ecosystem of value-added partnerships

expertise combined with local knowledge

delivered on countless properties.

where "1 + 1 can equal 3"

and insight from our global team.
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HOW WE INVEST

Meet The Team
Alp Cicekdagi

Shareholder & Board Member
Istanbul, Turkey

Arthur Moreno

Shareholder & Board Member
Lisbon, Portugal

Brent Shahim

Shareholder & Board Advisor
Johannesburg, South Africa

Dimitri
Papakonstantinou

Shareholder & Board Member
Dubai, UAE

We are a team with long standing
relationships built on professional
expertise, trust and shared common
values. We pride ourselves on
challenging the status quo, our strong
partnerships fostered on the back of our
track records and our relentless pursuit
in delivering on our long-term objectives:

Garth Martin

Shareholder & Board Member
Lisbon, Portugal (MD)

Geoffroy Moreno

Shareholder & Board Member
Lisbon, Portugal

Manu De Groote
Non-Executive Director
Dubai, UAE

Maria Bercero

Head Office Manager
Lisbon, Portugal

Be a forward thinking, collaborative
team focused on returning long-term
investments in a better place than when
they were entrusted to us.
We believe in full transparency and strict
governance, which is demonstrated
by the appointment of best in class

Mariana Vozone
Head of Marketing
Lisbon, Portugal

Michael Maxwell

Head of Business Development
Lisbon, Portugal

Rex Tomlinson
Advisor
London, UK

Tracey Martin

professional team.

Head of Governance
Lisbon, Portugal
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HOW WE INVEST

Meet The Team

€350 million under management
Over 11 regulated property funds
Founded in 2005 in Lisbon by Rui Alpalhão , who
retains 99% of the share capital.
Fundbox is an Independent investment management
firm, with controlling positions in three Portuguese
regulated fund managers:
FirstFundBox SGOIC (property funds), FundBox SGOIC
(securities funds) and FundBoxSCR (private equity
funds) and in one non-regulated company, FundBox
SAVI (fund administration).
FundBox is the leading property fund manager in
Portugal and is also active in private equity focusing
on secondary investments.

€1,15 billion under management
Banco Invest is a Portuguese Bank fully held by
the Alves Ribeiro family, whose head, Vitor da
Silva Ribeiro, ranked third in the Forbes list for the
wealthiest Portuguese in 2019.
The Bank is headquartered in Lisbon and has
investment centres in Porto, Leiria and Braga.
The Bank was founded in 1997 as Banco Alves
Ribeiro, following the take over of CISF, an
independent financial services firm of which the
Alves Ribeiro family was a founding shareholder,
by Banco Commercial Português.
The Alves Ribeiro Group is currently present in
Portugal, France, Angola and Brazil with several
business lines, namely Construction, Real Estate
Management, Banking, Education and Recycling.
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HOW WE INVEST

Roles & Responsibilities
All our investments go through a triple check system, through the Fund Advisor, Fund Manager
and Custodian Bank and is also reviewed through a strict audit process where any irregularities are
flagged to the Portuguese Regulator.

1

2

3

EQTY Fund Advisor

The Fund Manager

The Custodian Bank

Advisory Committee comprises of

Includes an Investment Committee

The Custodian Bank is the ultimate

5 members (4 Shareholders and 1

with the responsibility to comment

gateway and check to ensure the

non-Executive Director) who will

on each investment proposal and

acquisitions are in line with the

review potential investments and

portfolio development. The Fund

management regulations and has

pass on recommended opportunities

Manager will have the final sign-off

a duty to report any suspected

that meet the defined objectives and

on each investment, in accordance

fraudulent activities to the relevant

strict criteria of the fund.

with the Investment Committee’s

authorities and any irregularities to

recommendations.

the regulator.

FUND ADVISOR

AUDITOR

FUND MANAGER

LEGAL & TAX

CUSTODIAN BANK

REGULATOR
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HOW WE INVEST

Strategic Partnerships
Effective Teams partnering with other effective teams create strategic partnerships. Through our trusted
network, built up over years, we have created a value added partnership ecosystem that provides strategically
aligned value which our clients ultimately benefit from.
These partnerships provide access to quality real estate opportunities before official release to the general
market and offering our investors enhanced returns through capital gains.

Developers

Private Equity

Legal & Golden Visa

•

Over 350,000 m2 in real estate delivered

•

•

Reputable and professional law firms

•

Strong track record in Portugal

•

•

Over €4 billion of diversified future
Pipeline

Collectively process over 80% of all
Golden Visas in Portugal

•

Preferred rates for EQTY Clients

•
•

With over €4 billion of private wealth and
institutional investment under management
Access to exclusive portfolio with
co-investment by Sovereign Wealth Fund
Reputable and stable track records with
high growth
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1

Team
✓ Have a like-minded, complementary skill-set

Quality

2

✓ Buy quality real estate from premier developers

HOW WE INVEST

team with local experience and a global

with strong proven track records and after sale

Our Strategy for
Success

perspective

support.

✓ Appoint best-in-class professional team and

✓ Well-built properties typically have lower

expert advisors to provide insight and overview

maintenance costs and achieve higher long

to an ever-changing environment.

term resale values.

✓ Build value through strategic partnerships

✓ Quality that is in high demand, well-built and

while always maintaining our core values, strict

able to achieve above market returns.

governance and full transparency.

Buy well

3

✓ #1 Rule is do NOT to lose money. Target Low to

Diversification

4

✓ Provide an effective Portfolio Spread across

Financially efficient

5

✓ Achieve significant tax and cost efficiencies

moderate Risk-Adjusted Returns with a focus

property types, locations and development

for investments via Private Equity Funds,

on Capital Preservation.

stages.

providing higher returns to investors than direct

✓ Buy in locations and markets with strong
fundamentals and opportunity for upside.

✓ Bulk buying discounts and off-plan /
refurbishment acquisitions to achieve below

✓ Apply modern portfolio management where no
single property value is more than 10% of the
total investment

✓ Provide access to property investment

market entry points with some immediate

opportunities outside Portugal and investment

downside protection.

funds managed by world-class firms with
strong reputable returns.

ownership of traditional real estate.

✓ Ability to have up to 50% leverage on real
estate portfolio, taking advantage of historically
low interest rates and providing enhanced
leveraged returns.

✓ Low annual running costs and incentivised
profit share provides a strong, long-term
alignment of interest between investors, fund
manager and promotor.
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HOW WE INVEST

Long Term Vision
Real Estate is one of the best wealth creators on earth and is usually one of the biggest investments a family will
make in their lifetime. It is a long-term investment class that is not volatile like the typical stock market.
We consolidate like-minded investments into diversified property portfolios delivered by developers with a
proven track record and a strong reputation for delivering excellence. We achieve discounted acquisitions through
bulk-buying and pass these savings directly to our investors, providing an immediate upside to initial investment.

Before

During Refurbishment

At Completion

Before

During Refurbishment

At Completion
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HOW WE INVEST

Exit Strategy
Set up for success and with the investor’s best interests at the core: Being a platform rather than a single
developer focused fund, means we can ‘cherry pick’ the preferred units from the most desirable projects from
Portugal’s leading developers.
Our bulk buying strategy results in immediate upside for investors as we purchase below market value. Investing
off plan provides higher capital growth in initial years and diversity greatly mitigates risk.

CLEAR EXIT STRATEGY
1. Quality properties in sought after locations are of high demand and sell in a shorter period.
2. Owning multiple assets types in different geographical locations, allows us to implement a phased exit strategy rather than
a single exit event, and a better opportunity to align with the upper end of various real estate cycles.
3. The various exit strategies across asset classes are summarised as follows:
• Residential:
• Potentially sell to a future EQTY Capital Funds taking advantage of lower transfer taxes, proven cashflow yields and
with established tenants in place, hence lower risk.
• The units may be offered to investors EQTY Capital Funds at 5% discount which is the typical industry sales
commission fee.
• Sell to end users, existing tenants looking to convert their lease into a sale and utilising local and international real
estate agencies.
• Retail Investments totalling 10-15 leases with proven cashflow could be grouped to sell to a suitable fund or other
purchaser
• Development investments will be linked to completion of the projects (typically 4-5 years)
• Venture Fund exit will be linked to the IPO’s of the various companies (typically 4-6 years)
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HOW WE INVEST

Win Win Win
We strategically created a win-win platform structure that allows for value to be created and passed on to all

Investor

EQTY Capital Fund

Developers

Experienced Team
Diversified Quality Pipeline
Solid Investment Vehicle
Customised Portfolio
Capital Preservation
Long Term Strategy

INVESTMENT CAPITAL

Fund Management
Custodian Bank
Tax & Legal
Asset Management

REINVEST
CAPITAL

Discount
BULK BUY

QUALITY

Capital Appreciation
YIELD & GROWTH

Transparent & Regulated
Tax efficient Structure
Incentivised Team

Strong
Track
Records

DELIVER

Benefits

Benefits

Benefits

1. Above average returns (like for like)

1. Investment Capital for investment strategy

1. Ease of sales with bulk selling

2. Fully managed investment

2. Long term success-based profit share

3. Tax Efficiency

3. Making a positive impact to how real estate
investments are made

2. Early sales provides ability to launch new
developments with partial sales in place
3. Credible, regular and trusted revenue stream
to launch new projects
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WHAT WE INVEST IN
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W H AT W E I N V E S T I N

A Select Portfolio
The EQTY CAPITAL FUND provides
access to a select and diverse portfolio
from Portugal’s leading Real Estate
Developers, all with reputations of
delivering exceptional properties.

The Portuguese market has been performing well and
continues to offer attractive investment opportunities.
We expect to exceed the average returns of the
Portuguese Real Estate Market of the over the next
decade. While we can’t provide you with perfect
certainty of the future, it’s destination and timing,
we are willing to back our educated belief with our
investment alongside yours
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EQTY CAPITAL FUND
Sub-Fund I

Sub-Fund II

Sub-Fund I + Sub-Fund II

Prime Residential

Balanced Portfolio

Customised Mix

1. Apartments + Villas + Townhouses

1. ± 50% Portugal Prime Residential

1. Ability to allocate your investment between Fund

2. Portfolio of 1 - 4 bedroom units

2. Retail + Commercial + Education

3. Located in highly sought after areas with yields

3. Development Stage Opportunities

mostly from long term tenants
4. Delivered by Portugal’s leading Property
Developers with strong track records

4. Residential in European Gateway Cities
5. European Venture Fund anchored by a

I and Fund II
2. E.g., An allocation of 50% Prime + 50% Balanced
would give you ± 75% Portugal Prime Residential
3. At least a 10% allocation to either fund is required
to customise

world-class Sovereign Wealth Fund

5. Off plan units + Refurbishments
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Fund I

Prime Residential
1. Residential properties located in the most sought-after locations in
Portugal.
2. The units will range from 1 – 4 bedroom apartments, villas and townhouse
that are generally high in demand for both sales and rental sectors,
meaning choice of long-term tenants and usually very little vacancy.
3. These types of properties generally demand higher sales prices and
achieve above average capital growth with fairly consistent yields. Assets
will include apartments that have short-term rental licenses that are also
suitable for long-term tenants.
4. We will explore opportunities to acquire and refurbish villas for longer term
rental and/ or sale. Townhouses and Villas will be focused on prime/key
areas i.e., close to the ocean, schools, convenience stores etc.
5. The Properties will typically be purchased off-plan at a market-discount
that provides an immediate initial capital growth at acquisition and further
growth at completion.

PER €100,000 INVESTMENT

PER €350,000 INVESTMENT

•

Yield over 7 yrs.: €20,000

•

Yield over 7 yrs.: €70,000

•

Capital Gain: €30,000

•

Capital Gain: €105,000

•

Total Gain: €50,000

•

Total Gain: €175,000

•

Capital Returned: €150,000

•

Capital Returned: €525,000

•

ROI: 50% & IRR of ± 6%

•

ROI: 50% & IRR of ± 6%
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Fund II

Balanced Portfolio
1. The Balanced Portfolio will include a 50% allocation to those Prime
Residential Properties detailed in Sub-Fund I.
2. The portfolio will include Retail / Commercial / Education / Industrial assets
with sound tenants and long term leases, that usually offer higher yields
and generally lower but stable capital growth.
3. Additionally, the portfolio will explore investing into minority stakes of
development stage projects with our pre-approved developers where
there is a clear and defined exit strategy. These investments are geared for
higher capital gain rather than annual yield.
4. The fund will include similar residential units in key international markets
with attractive yields and growth opportunities balanced with the ability
to sell within a reasonable time period. Key cities include but not limited to
London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona, Frankfurt, Prague, Athens etc.
5. A portion of the portfolio will be invested into a Sovereign Wealth Fund
(SWF) through our strategic partner Freedom Asset Management. The
SWF is a €400million high-growth fund focused into early stage Private
Equity Ventures across Europe.

PER €100,000 INVESTMENT

PER €350,000 INVESTMENT

•

Yield over 7 yrs.: €17,000

•

Yield over 7 yrs.: €60,000

•

Capital Gain: €46,000

•

Capital Gain: €160,000

•

Total Gain: €63,000

•

Total Gain: €220,000

•

Capital Returned: €163,000

•

Capital Returned: €570,000

•

ROI: 63% & IRR of ± 7%

•

ROI: 63% & IRR of ± 7%
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Current Pipeline
We have direct pipeline of over €3 billion of quality properties that have launched or are launching this year,
primarily located in Portugal.

Furthermore we have exciting prospects for prime assets within European
Gateway Cities and the unique opportunity to invest into a high-performing
European Venture Fund managed by one of the world’s largest Sovereign
Wealth Funds.
The following is a sample extract from our actual current available pipeline,
in addition to other attractive off-market opportunities as well as future
launches.
This is a benchmark of the pipeline quality that we have access to and actual
acquisitions may vary depending on market timing, other opportunities and
investor selection between the various sub-funds.
All acquisitions are made strictly in accordance with the Funds Management
Regulations and Investment Committee’s approval.
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European gateway cities
Based in Lisbon, our target market for investment
includes European Gateway Cities such as
London | Paris | Amsterdam | Madrid | Barcelona | Berlin | Frankfurt | Athens | Prague
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Augusta 170

Location:

Lisbon, Portugal

Developer:

Stone Capital

Target:

2 Bed Units

Delivery:

Q2 2022

List Price:

€820,000

Size:

110 m2

Rate:

€7,455 / m

Yield:

± 4.1%

W H AT W E I N V E S T I N

Case study #1
Overview
Located in a prime location of Baixa, downtown Lisbon.
Rua Augusta is the main pedestrian avenue from Ave.

2

Liberdade to the riverfront.
What we like
Well located, great layout and one of the last few
buildings in the area with license for short term rental
(post covid upside) while also suited to long term rental.
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Prata Riverside

Location:

Parque das Nações, Portugal

Developer:

VIC Properties

Target:

1 Bed Unit

Delivery:

Q1 2022

List Price:

€410,000

Size:

65m2 + 38 m2 terrace

Rate:

€6,307 / m2

Yield:

± 4.4%

W H AT W E I N V E S T I N

Case study #2
Overview
Located in Parque das Nações (Expo), the 2nd CBD of
Lisbon and facing area of Marvila, home to edgy cafes,
epic art studios and many new start-up ventures.
What we like
A unique unit with a large 38m2 terrace with river views.
It is an attractive 1-bed entry unit for either short,
medium or long term tenants who have abundance of
retail / F&B facilities within walking distance.
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Villa Maria Pia

Location:

Estoril, Portugal

Developer:

Stone Capital

Target:

4 Bed Unit

Delivery:

Q2 2022

List Price:

€3,250,000

Size:

225 m2

Rate:

€14,444 / m

Yield:

± 3.5%

W H AT W E I N V E S T I N

Case study #3
Overview
Located in a super-prime area of Estoril, near Cascais.
An old palace transformed into the new age while

2

retaining its charm and status.
What we like
A royal address, efficient layout with incredible views,
garden and pool providing the benefits of ‘lock-up-and
go’ and privacy with space. Such units attract long term
discerning tenants with potential to buy in the future.
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VALUE PROJECTIONS

€650,000

W H AT W E I N V E S T I N

Cashflows

€600,000
€550,000
€500,000
€450,000

OFF PLAN BUILD

INVESTMENT

€400,000

NET YIELD

€350,000

GROSS VALUATION

€300,000

NET PROFIT

€250,000

PROFIT SHARE

€200,000

EXIT COSTS

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

% RETURNS

7

40%

40

YIELD
PROFIT

30

20

10

3.0%

3.0%

3.5%

3.5%

4.0%

4.0%

OFF PLAN BUILD
1

concept of timing and phasing of the targeted annual
yields and the capital appreciation. The returns vary on

0
0

Note: These are simplified illustrations to show the

2

3

4

5

6

7

numerous factors including asset type, location, size,
market conditions and property cycles. There is no
guarantee that the target rate of return will be achieved.
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LAUNCH

EQTY CAPITAL FUND I

GOLDEN VISA PROGRAM

2021
Onboarding begins

MARCH 2021

Apply for Golden Visa (GV)

MAY 2021

Property purchases begin

MAY 2021

2022
Subscription period closes

MAY 2022

Residency card

MAY 2022

2024
GV Renewal 1

MAY 2024

2026
GV Renewal 2

MAY 2026

2027
GV 5yr term finish

MAY 2027

Explore initial exit opportunities

MAY 2027

P.R. + Citizenship application GV#1

JUNE 2027

Early investor exits

Permanent residence (P.R.)

AUGUST 2027

2028
Citizenship

AUGUST 2028

Majority investor exits
Final fund close

DECEMBER 2028

2029
39
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Simplified Process
Investing in the EQTY Fund is simple. Whether your goal is pure investment or to ultimately obtain a “Golden Visa” we will guide
and support you every step of the way from on-boarding through to tracking the ongoing performance of your investment.

Legal Representation

Tax Number / Bank Account

Fund Subscription

Golden Visa Application

Appoint Portuguese Law Firm

Appoint Portuguese Tax Representative

Provide client documentation required
to subscribe to the Fund

Provide client documentation required
to commence the Golden Visa process

Provide client documentation required
for onboarding

File for all tax declarations that client
may be obligated to present under
Portuguese Law

Fund KYC /Client Approval

Upload documentation onto SEF online
platform

Legal KYC / Client Approval

Open Portuguese Bank Account

Complete Fund Subscription Forms

Payment of Government / SEF Fees

Transfer Investment Funds from
personal bank account abroad to
personal bank account in Portugal

SEF preliminary analysis

Transfer of investment funds to Fund
Bank Account

SEF Authorization to schedule
biometrics appointment at a SEF office
in Portugal

Execution of PoA and additional
documentation

Bank issues Bank Declaration Form
Fund Manager issues Investment
Certificate

Schedule Biometric Appointment
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HOW WE INVEST

Fund Fact Sheet
Fund Name

EQTY Capital Fund I, FCR

Type

Fundo de Capital de Risco | Closed-End Private Equity Fund Regulated by CMVM

Fund Manager

FundBox SCR

Fund Advisor

EQTY Capital LDA

Custodian Bank

Banco Invest

Auditor

Deloitte, Portugal

Legal & Tax

CMS

Subscription Period

18 Months

Fund Term

Maximum 8 Years (Including Subscription Period), Initial exits from Year 7

Fund Size

€45 million

Minimum Participation

€100,000 (Equating to 10 Units)

Golden Visa Requirement

€350,000

Subscription Fee

1,5% of Invested Capital (one-off)

Annual Fee

1,5% p.a.

Preferred Return

3% Preferred Return to Investors with Class A Units
Class A (Investors) 80%

Profit Share

Class B (Fund Advisor) 18%
Class C (Fund Manager) 2%

Sub-Fund 1
EQTY Prime Residential

Assets: Apartments, Villas Townhouses
Location: Portugal
Target Return: Class A : 50% net Return on Investment (ROI) / 6% IRR
Assets: Residential, hospitality, education, industrial, logistics, retail, commercial or development through acquisition of equity
instruments

Sub-Fund 2

Location: At least 60% invested in Portuguese assets

EQTY Balanced Portfolio

Up to 35% in international assets
Up to 15% in global private equity investment funds
Target Return: Class A : 63% net Return on Investment (ROI) / 7% IRR

Tax Status (Investors)

0% for Tax Non-Residents
10% for Portugal Tax Residents

While all forecasting is done prudently, there is no guarantee that the target rate of return will be achieved. This is a ‘Fundo Capital do Risco’ meaning that invested capital is at risk with no guarantees of return.
This is a specific requirement to comply with the €350,000 Golden Visa regulations. The current approved fund regulations reflect a 75% / 25% profit share split however this is in the process of being changed
to 80% / 20% in favour of Class A Units (Investors).
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WHAT NEXT
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Final Thoughts

2022 brings changes to the Portuguese Golden Visa program.
€500,000 will be required to qualify, increasing from €350,000.

The EQTY CAPITAL FUND provides access to a
select and diverse portfolio from Portugal’s leading
Real Estate Developers, we share a pursuit of
excellence with our partners and of providing the
best of the best from the best for investors.

Why

1

✓ Portugal offers quality of life in a safe, cultured

Being able to buy intelligently is paramount and mitigates the ebbs
and flows of the general real estate market. EQTY Capital provides
you with the opportunity to do exactly this. Being efficiently
structured and offering added residence and citizenship benefits
is a bonus and should be taken advantage of.

How

2

✓ A secure well regulated structure built with the

What

3

✓ The only multiple fund option in Portugal

and dynamic setting. The Golden Visa Program

highest standards of governance offer investors

allowing investors to create a custom mix

and NHR tax regime add to its inherent

security and transparency. Secure.

suiting their investment appetite. Diversified.

attributes. Opportunity.

✓ Portuguese Real Estate offers capital

✓ The meeting of market leaders and true

✓ Diverse pipeline always backed by quality real

principles in their respective fields working

estate including gateway cities and unique

preservation and increasingly potential growth.

together in the best interests of investors.

venture fund opportunities. Quality.

Demand.

Experience.

✓ Structured in a transparent, regulated and cost
effective solution. Fund.

✓ A clear strategy with capital preservation at its
core. Strategy.

✓ A streamlined process facilitating investment
and information flow for investors through our
digital platform. Simple.
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How would you invest €50million in Real Estate?
Would you buy quality real estate in prime and diverse locations?
Ensuring developers have serious track records and deliver?
With partners of the highest professional and ethical standards?
This is the way we do business. You’re invited to share our journey.

Disclaimer
This is not a solicitation for investment and this document does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell or buy. It does not form part of any
contract for the sale or purchase of any investment. The information hereby disclosed is for guidance only and does not constitute financial
advice. The Fund price is calculated on a net asset value basis, which is the total value of all assets in the portfolio including any income and
expense accruals. Please note that all funds carry some degree of risks which may have an adverse effect on the future value of your investment.
Any offering is made only pursuant to the relevant offering document, and the relevant subscription/application forms, all of which must be read
in their entirety. No offer to purchase units will be made or accepted prior to receipt by the offeree of these documents, and the completion of
all appropriate documentation. Use or rely on this information at your own risk. Independent professional advice should always be sought before
making an investment decision as not all investments are suitable for all investors.
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Contact us
We would love to
hear from you!

EQTY Capital LDA
Fund Advisor

FundBox SCR
Fund Manager

www.eqtycapital.com

www.fundbox.pt

hello@eqtycapital.com
+351 21 595 0000

eoliveira@fundbox.pt
+351 21 310 3620

Address
Amoreiras Torre 2
4th Floor, Office 7
Av. Eng Duarte Pacheco
Lisbon, 1070-102, Portugal

Address
Amoreiras Torre 1
15th Floor, Office 2
Av. Eng Duarte Pacheco
Lisbon, 1070-101, Portugal
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